To perform 3D ground reaction force (GRF) and moments measurement with a comfortable interface for the foot, this paper presents a new 3D force sensor cell designed using pressure sensitive electric conductive rubber (PSECR). A wearable force plate with a four-support mechanism was proposed for measuring triaxial forces and moments. A compact electrical hardware system including amplifier modules, conditioning circuits, and then a micro-computer controller was developed and integrated into the sensor system. A shoes-based sensor system composed of two developed force plates was constructed for GRF and moment measurement. Calibration experiments were conducted, and a stationary force plate was used as a reference device to verify the measures of GRF and moment using the sensor system in trials by a normal walking speed. The results show a good correspondence between the developed sensor system and the reference system, which was examined by a root mean square (RMS) difference of 7.2N for x-axial force, 11.1N for y-axial force, and 9.5N for z-axial force. The RMS difference of the measured x-, y-, and z-directional moments was 6.4Nm, 1.9Nm, and 1.4Nm, respectively.
Introduction
It is important to identify the distribution of 3D reaction force produced by the human body in the study of human-machine interaction and biomechanical analysis (1) (2) . Ground reaction force (GRF) measurement with stationary force plates has been successfully used to perform dynamics analyses of daily behaviors in laboratory environments (3) (4) . However this traditional method needs a sizeable operation space and expensive signal processing devices, so it is inefficient for a real time control and expensive for a daily product development. Some wearable sensor systems have been developed for applications in human dynamics analysis. Pressure sensors were widely adopted to estimate the distributed vertical directional GRF and determine the loading pattern of plantar soft tissue in the stance phase during gait (5) (6) (7) , but in these systems effects of the transverse directional forces or friction forces on human movements were neglected. Some silicon sensors have recently been developed to measure both the compressive force and the shear forces between skin-object interfaces (8) (9) , but the force levels of these sensors were limited to the measures of small forces (about 50N).
Two multi-dimensional force sensors have been developed for human dynamics analysis (10) (11) , but these sensors were made with serial structures, in which each load cell must be strong enough to stand loads originating from non-measurement directions. Moreover these serial structure sensors with load-coupling were difficult to be calibrated. Liu et al. proposed a six-axial force sensor with four six-axial load cells distributed on four support points, but the measurement ranges of the sensor are not large enough for measuring human GRF and moments (12) . A force sensor with parallel support mechanisms developed by Nishiwaki et al. (13) could be used to measure the reaction force during human walking and control humanoid robots' zero moment point (ZMP). The claim that this sensor prototype could be used universally in experiments with humanoid robots and humans is, however, a little ambitious, because its weight of 700 g and height of 35 mm are not appropriate to reduce disturbances during human walking. We are developing some wearable 3D force sensors to measure triaxial GRF during human walking. In our previous study, we have designed a multi-axial force sensor to measure triaxial ground reaction forces and coordinates of centers of pressure when fixed under a specially designed shoe (14) . However, its hard interface and weight load on the foot affected normal human walking in our experimental study. A new sensor system will be constructed to make a 3D force sensor interface which can be integrated into a flexible material, so the system can perform triaxial GRF and moments measures with a comfortable interface for the foot. A new design of a wearable force plate is presented in this paper.
Methods and materials

3D force sensor cell
Pressure sensitive electric conductive rubber (PSECR) can be glued onto the surface of electrodes to make a resistor that is covered with a hard-wearing rubber as a protective coat. When a normal force is applied to surface of the PSECR film, resistance between two electrodes will change with a proportion to the normal force. We designed a 3D force sensor cell by the use of four thin pressure sensors (A201-100, provided by US Tekscan Corporation) made of the PSECR. The material properties of the thin pressure sensor are given in Table 1 . The basic mechanism of the 3D force sensor cell is that changes in the normal distribution and amount of forces measured on four separated pressure sensors are used to estimate tri-directional force imposed on the sensor cell. As shown in Fig. 1 , x-and y-axes of the sensor cell were defined along the transverse direction, and z-axis was chosen as the vertical
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Vol. 3, No. 3, 2009 axis. The measures of four pressure sensors were used to estimate the normal force (Fz) and two-dimensional coordinates (cx, and cy) of the center of pressure (COP) on the x-y plane defined by the two transverse axes (x-axis and y-axis), and they were calculated using the following equations:
where Fz 1 , Fz 2 , Fz 3 , and Fz 4 are the normal forces measured using the four pressure sensors. We could estimate the four normal forces by the use of voltage signal outputs (V i ) of the four pressure sensors, so equations (1), (2) , and (3) could be re-expressed as the new forms:
where S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 are calibration coefficients for the four pressure sensors in each 3D force sensor cell, and the subscripts (1, 2, 3, and 4) indicating the label of the pressure sensors are shown in Fig. 1(d) .
Because the point-positions of the centre of pressure projected on the plane defined by the two transverse axes (x-axis and y-axis) are connected with the direction of the imposed force vector (see Fig. 1 (b) and (c)), we can estimate the two transverse forces (Fx and Fy) using the following equations:
We propose an assumption that only point force vector is applied on the spherical interface of the 3D force sensor cell, and that moments are never produced. As shown in Fig. 2 , a prototype of the 3D sensor cell (size: 30mm×30mm×10.3mm) was developed for experimental tests and an application to GRF measures. 
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Wearable force plate
Serial and parallel mechanisms are two common structures used in design of a multi-axial force sensor. Because the serial structures have the problems of low stiffness, a parallel structure was adopted in our design of a force plate due to the consideration of needing a higher stiffness.
As shown in Fig. 3 , we developed a wearable force plate using four 3D force sensor cells. The force plate was designed to measure tri-directional forces and moments. When forces and moments are applied to the bottom plane, they are transferred to the four 3D force sensor cells. About the definition of the coordinate system of the force plate, the origin of the coordinate system was fixed on the center of the bottom plane, and y-axis was chosen to represent the anterior-posterior direction of human movement, and z-axis was made be vertical, while x-axis was chosen such that the resulting force plate coordinate system would be right-handed. We aligned four 3D force sensor cells' slave coordinate systems with the defined force plate coordinate system, while the four origins of the salve coordinate systems were fixed on the four corners of the bottom plane. Fx(i), Fy(i), and Fz(i) were defined as triaxial forces measured using the four 3D force sensor cells, in which i indicates the label of the four 3D sensor cells (i = 1, 2, 3,and 4). Therefore, the triaxial GRF ( 
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A shoes-based sensor system
Considering the bending of the shoe sole during human walking, we adopted a mechanism similar to the structure proposed by Veltink et al. (15) (16) Two force plates introduced in section 2.2 were mounted beneath a shoe (one under the heel and the other under the forefoot) to measure triaxial GRF and moments during gait (see Fig. 4 ). Two local force plate coordinate systems fixed to the two force plates under the heel and the forefoot were defined as ∑ FP_heel and ∑ FP_toe , respectively. The relative position of the two force plates was aligned using a simple alignment mechanism to let the origins of ∑ FP_toe be on the y-axis of ∑ FP_heel , and let the y-axes of the two force plate coordinate system be collinear, before we mounted their to a shoe. The distance (k) between the origins of the two force plates could be adjusted according to the size of a shoe, and we let k be 160mm in our test experiments. For calculation purposes, such as estimating joint moments and reaction forces of the ankle during loading response and terminal stance phases (17) , all the vectors including GRF vector and gravity vector have to be expressed in the same coordinate system, being the global coordinate system (∑ g ). The origin and orientation of this global coordinate system are renewed for each foot placement to coincide with the coordinate system of the force plate under the heel (∑ FP_heel ), when the heel is flat on the ground. Therefore, the total triaxial GRF An integrated electrical system was developed and incorporated into the wearable system. The forces applied on the interface of each 3D sensor cell were converted into resistance changes at four pressure sensors. Then the resistance changes were converted to voltage signals by conditioning modules and amplified by amplifier modules. The amplified voltage signals were fed into a PC after A/D conversion using a micro-computer (H8 3964). Since 16 pressure sensors were used in a force plate (four pressure sensor for each 3D sensor cell), there were 16-channel voltage signals outputting from each force plate. Figure 5 gives a simple explanation of the electrical hardware system for the 3D force sensor, in which we used two 16-channel digital switches (DG406DJ) for data sampling of the two force plates. A data processing program specially developed using MATLAB software was adopted to process the voltage signals of 32 channels and to calculate the triaxial GRF and moments. 
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Calibration and test experiments
To calibrate the developed sensor system, a calibration experiment system composed of a small triaxial force sensor USL06-H5-500N-C (Tec Gihan, Japan) and a 3D stage (Micro mill) was constructed to provide triaxial reference forces (see Fig. 6 ). We controlled a DC motor with a gear system and a rotational encoder to produce multi-axial load on the normal and transverse directions of the sensor. The developed integrated electrical system based to a micro-computer with 10bit A/D module was used to sample the signals from the developed sensor system and the reference triaxial force sensor and send the data to a personal computer by a RS232 communication module, while the sampling frequency was 50Hz. A low pass filter (cut-off frequency: 10Hz) was applied for the signal processing in the calibration experiment.
In the static calibration experiment, we needed to obtain calibration coefficients for the four 3D sensor cells in each force plate. As shown in Figs. 7, we applied the vertical directional force (z-axis) to a 3D sensor cell, and the imposed force was measured using the small triaxial force sensor. Testing results including the four pressure sensors' voltage outputs of the 3D sensor cell and the imposed reference force (z- axis: 0N, 30N, 60N, 90N,  120N, 150N, 180N, 210N) were obtained. When a static reference force (Fz) was applied on the sensor cell, the mean voltage of 100 sampled data of the pressure sensors' outputs was recorded as sensors' outputs (V i ). This calibration experiment provided estimates of all the eight 3D sensor cells' (four 3D sensor cells in each force plate) calibration coefficients including S 1 , S 2 , S 3 and S 4 in the equation (4) . We finished multiple regression analysis of the sampled sensor data using a statistical software package SPSS 11.0J. The results of the multiple regression analysis are given in Table 2 , and the S i column of calibration coefficients for all the eight 3D sensor cells were used to calculate the transverse directional 
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forces (x-and y-axial forces) using the equations (7) and (8) . As a representative result, a 3D force sensor cell's outputs, in terms of triaxial forces, in responding to loads in three different directions were plotted in Fig. 8 . To test the precision of the sensor in the triaxial measurement, we applied x-directional reference forces (0N, 10N, 20N, 30N, 40N and 50N ), y-directional reference forces (0N, 10N, 20N, 30N, 40N and 50N) , and z-directional reference forces (0N, 30N, 60N, 90N, 120N, 150N, 180N, and 210N) , respectively. To impose a transverse force on the interface of the developed 3D sensor, when testing the xand y-directional loads, a constant pressure load (F z =90N) was applied to the sensor.
Pressure sensor outputs (V)
Reference force (N) 
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Ground reaction force measurement
A young volunteer (age = 29 years, height = 170 cm, mass = 65 kg) wearing the shoes-based sensor system composed of two wearable force plates performed successive walking in test trials. The experiment place was selected on a 7m long passageway, and each trial consisted of two or three strides. By using the integrated electrical system with a multi-channel data-logger, the data from the wearable sensor system could be saved in a SRAM at a sampling rate of 50Hz. A low pass filter (cut-off frequency: 10Hz) was applied for the signal processing in the ambulatory measurement experiment. A representative experimental result is plotted in Fig. 9 , and the triaxial forces' measures of four 3D sensor cells in each force plate (eight sensor cells for two wearable force plates) were used to calculate the total triaxial GRF and moments according to equations (9)- (14) for calculating forces and moments in each force plate and equations (15)- (20) for calculating total forces and moments in the global coordinate system. In order to verify the measures of the developed wearable sensor system, a stationary force plate (EFP-S-2KNSA12) was adopted as a verification measurement device to validate the GRF and moments measures (see Fig.  10 ). The subject was required to wear the sensor system to walk on the force plate by a normal walking speed, and the signals from the two sensor system were simultaneously sampled at a rate of 50 samples/s. 
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Vol. 3, No. 3, 2009 As shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 , the comparisons of the three components of GRF and moments measured by the wearable sensor system and the reference stationary force plate were demonstrated in a representative walking trial. Because only one stride could be measured by the stationary force plate, we just compared the triaxial GRF and moments of the stride simultaneously measured by the two systems. The results show good correspondence between developed sensor system and reference device, which was evidenced by a root mean square (RMS) difference of 7.2N for x-axial force, 11.1N for y-axial force, and 9.5N for z-axial force. The correlation coefficient was used as a measure of the association between the two results of the two measurement systems, and the correlation coefficients for the vertical force (z-axis) and biaxial horizontal force (x-and y-axes) measures were 0.95, 0.81, and 0.89, respectively. The RMS difference of the measured x-, y-, and z-directional moments was 6.4Nm, 1.9Nm, and 1.4Nm, respectively. 
Discussion and conclusion
A new wearable force plate developed using a pressure sensitive material is proposed for measuring tri-directional ground reaction force (GRF) and moments during gait. A stationary force plate can not measure more than one stride; moreover, in the biomedical studies based to the GRF measures during stair ascent and descent, a complex system consisting of many stationary force plates and a data fusion method must be constructed (18) (19) .
The wearable sensor system proposed in this paper can be applied to the measures in successive walking trials in a number of non-laboratory environments, because of its lower-cost, small size and lower effects on human movements. In the loading response and pre-swing phases, the GRF measures by the wearable sensor system in the x-and y-axes demonstrated larger amplitude difference from the reference measures by the stationary force plate (see Fig. 11 ). The most likely source of the amplitude errors was that the orientation of the sensor system fixed on the foot was not aligned with the global coordinate system fixed on the ground during the two phases. We will develop a wearable motion sensor system mounted on the shoe to measure orientations of the foot, and then the orientation information can be integrated with the measures of the force sensor system to transform the triaxial GRF and moments in the local coordinate system to the stationary global coordinate system. Moreover, in the future, an inverse kinetics method based on the measures of the wearable sensor system and human biomechanical characteristics will be developed to estimate the joint moments and muscle tension forces of lower limbs. Journal of System Design and Dynamics
